
2003 Singles 

Seeding Round B 
(50 tossups, 1 extra) 

B I. The minor characters include the valet Dubois and the servant Basque. Act V, Scene IV includes the revelation of 
a deception when Acaste and Clitandre read some letters out loud, and the play ends soon after with Philinte and Eliante 
professing their love for each other. FTP, name this Moliere play that centers on the courting of Celimene and includes a 
title character, Alceste, who hates humanity. 

Answer: The Misanthrope 

B2. He refrained from eating pepper because it caused his left leg pain, and was always sucking on lemons for his 
dyspepsia. He earned his reputation via a hit and run campaign, finally avoiding John Fremont and laying waste to the 
Shenandoah Valley for the first time. He then drove back Nathaniel Prentiss Banks to remove the threat to Richmond and 
captured Harper's Ferry before reinforcing at Antietam. FTP, name this general killed by his own troops at 
Chancellorsville and considered Robert E. Lee's ablest subordinate. 

Answer: Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson 

B3. This molecule's affinity for its target is decreased by the allosteric effector 2,3-BPG, and by drops in pH, an effect 
known as the Bohr shift. Its sigmoidal dissociation curve shows the effects of cooperativity on the four subunits. This 
molecule polymerizes in people with sickle cell anemia, and malaria results in the consumption of this respiratory 
pigment. FTP name this molecule which transports oxygen in blood. 

Answer: hemoglobin 

B4. He was educated as a rhetorician primarily in the cities of Madaura and Tagaste, where he was born. The year after 
his father Patricius died, he had a child with his Carthaginian mistress and gave the boy a name meaning "gift of god," or 
Adeodatus. During his inspirational reading of Cicero's Hortensills he was still a Manichean but converted to 
Christianity due to the influence of his mother Monica and the bishop of Milan, Ambrose. FTP, name this Christian figure 
who wrote The City of God and Confessions. 

Answer: St. Augustine 

B5. His contemporaries called this dramatist "manly," possibly due to his secret marriage to the countess of 
Drogheda, which earned the wrath of Charles II. His Miscellany Poems and plays like Love in a Wood gained him the 
friendship of Pope, who revised many of his works. FTP, name this contemporary of Congreve and author of The Plain 
Dealer and The Countly Wife. 

Answer: William Wycherly 

B6. His father Gnaeus served as consul in 89 BC and he solidified his own legacy with victories over Tigranes of 
Armenia and Antiochus XIII of Syria. His faction was finally defeated with the death of his son Sextus four years after his 
own defeat at Pharsalus. He gained notoriety by ending the Seville War begun by Spartacus and overcoming Mithridates. 
FTP, name this chief rival of Julius Caesar and member of the First Triumvirate. 

Answer: Pompey the Great 

B7. These orbitals have a nodal plane containing the internuclear axis. One of Hlickel's criteria for aromaticity is that 
there should be 4n+2 electrons in these bonds. They are less energetic due to less overlap of the involved atomic orbitals, 
compared with sigma bonds. FTP, name these molecular bonds formed from overlap of parallel p orbitals. 

Answer: .l!.i bonds or electrons or orbitals 

B8. One myth relates how he ignored the attentions of an admirer when he journeyed to Halicarnassus. That admirer 
was the fountain nymph Salmacis, who prayed that they might be eternally united. Salmacis' wish was granted when he 
bathed in some waters and she jumped in at the same time, resulting in etymological importance. FTP, name this offspring 
of Hermes and Aphrodite, who would become a female boy. 

Answer: Hermaphroditus 

B9. Later in life this writer moved to Marion, Virginia and ran rival Democratic and Republican newspapers. His early 
novels like Marching Men, did not predict the success of later ones like Many Marriages and Poor White . Breaking onto 
the scene with Windy Mcpherson 's Son, he went on to publish stories in collections like Death in the Woods and The 
Triumph of the Egg. FTP, name this Midwest writer, who used the character of George Willard to link a series of stories in 
his Winesburg, Ohio. 

Answer: Sherwood Anderson 

B I O. He constructed the Ibadat Khana as a meeting-place for intellectuals, but closed it seven years later. After 
dismissing his regent, Bairam Khan, he wisely married a Rajput princess to appease his mostly Hindu populace. He 



attempted to foster the arts from his magnificent capital at Fatephur Sikri, and at the same time regained many of the lands 
lost by his father Humayun. FTP, name this grandson of Babar and third Mughal emperor. 

Answer: Akbar the Great 

B II. Clark Hull introduced the hypothetico-deductive research method to this school of thought, which abandoned 
the use of introspection. The concepts of intervening variables, sign Gestalts, and cognitive maps were introduced by 
Tolman, while reinforcement schedules were studied in relation to operant conditioning. FTP, name this school of 
psychology championed by Watson and Skinner. 

Answer: behaviorism (accept neo-behaviorism before "Watson") 

B 12. Arthur is a mystic and likes to talk to the insane Indian ranch hand, Joe Sam. Curt is a hunter and his parents 
favorite, but he likes to torment his family and pick fights in public. Harold is the third son and is in love with Gwen 
Williamson, a Welshy from a neighboring ranch. The father is a drunk, and the mother is a dominatrix. FTP, these 
characters appear in what work by Walter Van Tilburg Clark? 

Answer: The Track o[tlze Cat 

B 13. A famous phrase by Sir Matthew Hale concerning "affectation with a public interest" was quoted by Chief Justice 
Morrison Waite in his majority opinion in this case. The court upheld the power of states to regulate private commerce in 
this suit that dealt with pricing for grain storage facilities. The most famous of the Granger cases, FTP, name this 1877 
decision that involved the state of Illinois. 

Answer: Munn v. Illinois 

B 14. A simple high-pass filter uses one of these in series with the signal path, and a resistance in parallel. In AC 
circuits they contribute a reactance inversely proportional to the frequency, while at equilibrium in DC circuits they pass 
no current. FTP, name these common circuit elements which store electric charge proportional to the voltage. 

Answer: capacitors or condensers 

B IS. A fanfare of trumpets in Scene I, Act II of this opera announces the arrival of the Prime Minister, who comes to 
arrest the central villain. In it, Jacquino is in love with the daughter of Rocco, however, Marcellina falls for the disguised 
title character. By its conclusion Don Pizzaro has been arrested and Florestan is reunited with Leonore, the real name of the 
heroine. FTP, name this opera, the only one by its composer, Ludwig van Beethoven. 

Answer: Fidelia (accept Leonore early) 

B 16. The last time we meet him, he is a slave aboard a Venetian galley bound for Constantinople. Earlier, he 
reappeared as a begger in Bulgaria, only to be supposedly hanged in Lisbon. FTP, name this follower of Leibnitz and 
teacher of metaphysico-theologo-cosmolonigolo-gy, better-known as the tutor to Candide. 

Answer: Dr. Pangloss 

B 17. It granted the Dutch their demand that the Scheidt be closed to traffic, and sovereignty over Toul, Metz, and 
Verdun were given to France, which received the lion's share of territory. The Prussian duchies and Sweden also received 
territory and Switzerland and the United Provinces were granted their independence. Concluded at Munster and 
Osnabruck, it fixed the date for ecclesiastical restitution as 1624. FTP, name this treaty signed in 1648 and which ended 
the Thirty Years' War. 

Answer: Peace of Westphalia 

B 18. Ratified in December 200 I by ECMA as a standard, it doesn't use linking, doesn't support global variables or 
methods, and never needs forward declarations. The entry point must be called Main, and programs are organized by 
namespaces. Created by Anders Hejlsberg for Microsoft and based on Java and C++, FTP name this programming language 
whose name is musically equivalent to D flat. 

Answer: C sharp 

B 19. Of particular note is the picture of Hot Wells, a sobriquet for Bath, that appears in this novel. Among those who 
relate the story are Tabitha, the sister of the central character, and Winifred Jenkins, who ends up marrying the title 
character. The trip referred to in the title is a family tour through England and Scotland. FTP, name this epistolary work 
featuring Matthew Bramble, a novel by Tobias Smollett. 

Answer: The Expedition of Humphrev Clinker 

B20. The plan was to place Hypatius on the throne. However, it ended after 35,000 of the participants were massacred 
in the Hippodrome. This conflict arose out of the Monophysite and Christian chariot teams known as the Blues and 



Greens and forced the recall of Narses and Belisarius to put it down. FTP, name this revolt against Justinian, in no way 
related to the goddess of victory. 

Answer: Nika rebellion (do not accept "Nike [nye-keel") 

B21. Recent seismic imaging indicates that few of them are fed from deeper than 200 kilometers, invalidating the 
traditional explanation for their source. Studies in Iceland and Yellowstone have conclusively ruled out mantle plume 
sources for intraplate volcanism. FTP, identify these sites where magma comes to the surface far from plate boundaries, 
first hypothesized to explain the Hawaiian Islands. 

Answer: hot spots 

B22. The costumes of his models dressed as shepherdesses have given his name to various articles of dress, such as 
his name.l)ake hat. His notable works include Gilles, a portrait of a clown, and a series of scenes involving gaieties on an 
island of'{the west coast of Greece. FTP, name this creator ofJetes galantes like Embarkation Jar Cythera. 

Answer: Jean-Antoine Watteau 

B23. After coming to Lycurgus, this novel's protagonist is spurned by his relatives, particularly Gilbert, though not 
by his uncle, Samuel. The favor of Sondra Finchley, gives him hope of a rich life, which is threatened by his mistress, 
Roberta Alden's, pregnancy. FTP, name this novel about the downfall of Clyde Griffiths, a work by Theodore Dreiser. 

Answer: All Americall Tragedv 

B24. Its capture was ensured when one leader took a flanking move to occupy Tacupa and Coyoacan. During its 
occupation, an African slave with the Narvaez group affected almost the entire occupying population with smallpox. This 
was well after the Noche Triste, or Night of Sorrows, that saw its evacuation. FTP, name this city from which Monetzuma 
ruled and which Cortes captured, the capital of the Aztec empire. 

Answer: Tenochtitlan 

B25. It was recently found that these phenomena consist of maximally polarized synchrotron radiation. They are 
thought to be generated when magnetic fields stronger than those on neutron stars generate shock waves, and are 
associated with some supernovae. Briefly shining as bright as a million, trillion suns, FTP name these most powerful 
explosions in the universe, which generate light with energy higher than x-rays. 

Answer: gamma ray bursts or gamma ray bursters or GRBs 

B26. The only professional sport ever to be issued a patent, this game was invented by ESPN executive Jim Foster in 
1987. Its best team has been the Detroit Drive, who won three consecutive titles from 1988 to 1990, narrowly missing a 
fourth in 1991. Its attractions have included drop-kicks, balls that stay in play after being bounced against nets, and 
cement walls that stand just a few feet from the out-of-bounds marker. FTP, name this indoor variation of football. 

Answer: Arena Football 

B27. In a latter section of this poem Barzillai and Hushai are praised. Earlier, through Zimri, the poet makes fun of 
Buckingham and uses Corah to signify Titus Oates. The title characters correspond to the Earl of Shaftesbury and the Duke 
of Monmouth in this 1681 work. FTP, name this John Dryden poem that utilizes two Biblical characters to attack the Whig 
cause. 

Answer: Absalom ami Achitophel 

B28. After leaving office he joined the faculty at Georgetown, quickly publishing a couple of memoirs, For the Record 
and Years oj Upheaval. In 1983 President Regan appointed him to head a commission on Central America, well after he 
had made his name opposing John Foster Dulles and arguing for a "flexible response" in nuclear War. His greatest honor 
came when he was co-awarded, with Le Duc Tho, the 1973 Nobel Peace Prize. FTP, name this man who served presidents 
Ford and Nixon as secretary of state. 

Answer: Henry A. Kissinger 

B29. The accumulate and fire anti-pattern can cause a state inconsistency when programming with these. Ones in 
kernel space require slightly more overhead for context switching but avoid the CPU starvation problem. Semaphores can 
be used to synchronize resource usage. FTP, name these instruction sequences, similar to multitasking processes, which 
share memory and other resources directly. 

Answer: threads of execution (prompt on lightweight processes) 

B30. One legend relates how he went to Delios to serve for a time as a slave of Eos. After losing his sight, he wandered 
around until given a boy guide by Hephaestus. He had been blinded for his rape of Merope, but it was Artemis who killed 
him and sent him into the heavens. Seen as taking a defensive pose against Taurus, FTP, name this hunter of the sky. 

Answer: Orion 
B31. Stuart Tave argues that its heroine lives too much in a dream world, reminiscent of the author's late teen days. A 
lie concerning the inheritance of the Allen money leads to this novel's central dilemma. However, all ends well with the 



marriage of Eleanor and the comeuppance of the scheming Isabella Thorpe. Even more fortuitous is the allowance of three 
thousand ponds allowing for the marriage of Henry Tilney and Catherine Morland. FTP, name this Gothic satire by Jane 
Austen . 

Answer: Northunger Abbev 

B32. According to Gibbon an angel revealed its secret to the first Constantine, who could never disclose the secret to a 
foreign nation. Archimedes first mentioned its use in the Peloponnesian War, and Leo III used it to destroy a Saracen fleet 
in 718. FTP, name this naphtha explosive, whose formula is lost but was used to great effect by the Byzantines and its 
namesakes. 

Answer: Greek fire 

B33. Philip Hench won Nobel for his treatment of rheumatoid arthritis using a substance based on this protein. 
Cushing's syndrome is associated with failure of its negative feedback loop, and its helpful in arthritis treatment because, 
like cortisone, this 39-amino acid hormone has anti-inflammatory action. FTP, name this hormone that regulates the 
amount of glucocorticoids secreted by the adrenal cortex and which is secreted by the anterior pituitary. 

Answer: ACTH or corticotropin 

B34. His son Henry and his grandson Charles Hazelhurst were both noted American railway civil engineers. After 
working on the Washington navy yard, he joined with Robert Fulton to build steamboats from 1813 to 1815 but left to 
design the waterworks for New Orleans and Philadelphia. FTP, name this American architect, who introduced the Greek 
Revival style to America and repaired damage to the Capitol and White House in 1814. 

Answer: Benjamin Latrobe 

B35. After moving to Fordham Cottage, he wrote "The Literati of New York City" for Godey's Last Book. He died soon 
after, on the way to his second wedding, while escorting his former mother-in-law Mrs. Clemm. His first book, Tamerlane 
and Other Poems, appeared more than a decade before The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym. FTP, name this American 
writer of poems like "The City in the Sea" and "EI Dorado" and stories like "Hop Frog" and "The Pit and the Pendulum." 

Answer: Edgar Allan Poe 

836. His last major westward expansion was turned back at Guns. He would return after his puppet ruler, John 
Zapolya, was deposed, but could not fully subjugate Hungary as he did with victory at Mohacs in 1526. FTP, name this 
son of Selim I, the man nicknamed the "Lawgiver" who ruled as Ottoman sultan from 1520 to 1566. 

Answer: Suleiman lor Suleiman the Magnificent (accept early buzz of "Suleiman the Lawgiver") 

B37. The correlation function can be used to derive Taylor's microscale, an important parameter in describing this 
phenomenon. An order of magnitude solution to convective motion can be obtained from Prandtl's mixing-length theory 
of this phenomenon. The theory of local similarity of Kolmogorov does not hold below the wave number of the energy
containing eddies. FTP, name this non-laminar flow which occurs above a critical Reynolds number. 

Answer: turbulence or turbulent flow 

B38. In 490 he appeared to a noble named Gargano and two years later, he raised a barbarian siege of Sipointo. This led 
to the establishment of his pilgrimage site at Monte Sant' Angelo in Italy. Better known as the patron saint of police 
officers, September 29th was solely his feast day before it came to be used for all of his kind. He was the immediate lawgiver 
to Moses on Sinai and is commonly referred to as "God's generaL" FTP, name this leader of heaven's armies and highest
ranking archangel. 

Answer: Michael 

B39. This poem's third stanza states that "Beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes," and the speaker claims that he has 
been "half in love" with dying in its sixth stanza. A longing for alcohol, or "a draught of vintage," appears in the second 
stanza, while the claim "Thou was not born for death" is addressed to the titular animal. FTP, name this poem by John 
Keats centering on a bird. 

Answer: Ode to a Nightingale 

B40. He died in exile in Fullerton, California, in 1985, ten years after being ousted. Moving through the French civil 
service ranks from 1937 to 1955, he became his nation's army chief of staff and in 1960 its army commander in chief. He 
served as premier twice in the late '60s, and in March of 1970 overthrew Prince Norodom Sihanouk in a U.S.-sponsored 
coup. FTP, name this man, overthrown himself by the Khmer Rouge, the palindromic president from 1970-75 of 
Cambodia. 

Answer: Lon Nol 

B41. Members of family Desmodontidae, they can carry Chagas's disease and rabies and are mutual groomers. They can 
walk on all fours, allowing them to sneak up on sleeping prey. They are the only true parasites among mammals, and make 
use of razor sharp incisors and an anticoagulant in their saliva to feed . FTP name these chiropterans who drink blood. 



Answer: vampire bats 

B42. His direction of the choral society Orpheon helped revive his interest in music, leading to his celebrated "Ave 
Maria." His fame rest in opera - in such works as The Imaginary Invalid, Cinq-Mars, and Philemon et Baucis. A 
conversation with Pauline Viardot led to his opera Sapho, but he could not coax her out of retirement for his 1867 Romeo 
et Juliette . FTP, name this Frenchman whose masterpiece is his 1859 Faust . 

Answer: Charles Francois Gounod : 

B43. One of the famous ones, discussing the figures of "Guvener Band Gineral C" is "What Mr. Robinson Thinks." 
Much of their acerbity was presented through the characters of Birdofredum Sawin and Reverend Homer Wilbur of Jaalam. 
The last condemned the "retrograde movement" of President Johnson, while the first set attacked the Mexican War. FTP, 
name this collection of political satire by James Russell Lowell. 

Answer: The Biglow Papers 

B44. It begins by telling how an army is built to fight the Pisidians and also documents the beheading of Clearchus 
and Proxenus after the climactic battle. That battle, at Cunaxa, is followed by a march of 10,000 Greek soldiers to the Black 
Sea, a march that the writer might have led. FTP, name this account of the war between Artaxerxes and Cyrus written by 
Xenophon. 

Answer: The Allabasis 

B45. It is composed of a mineral closely related to aragonite which is primarily formed from pelagic ooze. It can 
undergo contact metamorphism to produce wollastonite, or be diagenetically altered to form dolostone. Dissolution of 
this rock can result in karst topography, dominated by sinkholes, and it is built up by reef organisms. Marble is produced 
by metamorphosis of, FTP, what rock made of calcite, which often forms caves? 

Answer: limestone 

B46. Tacitus mentions that one tribe, the Bructeri, was the only group to have female ones. They met once a year, 
probably at Chartres or the forest of Carnutes and were often associated with golden sickles. Their influence is 
unquestioned as Caesar found them to be the core of Gaulish resistance. FTP, name these priests of ancient Celtic Britain, 
Ireland, and Gaul. 

Answer: druids 

B47. The editor Fadge is one of many flawed characters in this novel. Virtue is provided by the sisters Dora and Maud 
and sickly Edwin Reardon, whose posthumous work finally allows for the literary success of Jasper Milvain. These figures 
along with the incompetent Alfred Yule are at the center of, FTP, what George Gissing novel, whose title refers to a literary 
section of London? 

Answer: The New Grub Street 

B48. This treaty ended the so-called Pig War, which resulted from the San Juan boundary dispute. Its provisions 
settled the faulty wording of the treaty that settled the Northwest boundary dispute of 1846. Perhaps more famously, this 
treaty also settled another issue between the U.S. and Great Britain that required the latter to pay naval war reparations to 
the former. FTP, identify this 1871 treaty that settled the Alabama Claims. 

Answer: Treaty of Washington 

B49. It exists in two forms, G and F, or globular and fibrous . The fibrous variety has a double-stranded helical 
structure, and the globular variety seems to bind one calcium and one ADP or ATP very tightly. With its most common 
partner, it forms a fundamental contractile unit known as a myofibril. FTP, name this protein that is a constituent of 
muscle, along with myosin. 

Answer: actin 

B50. He spent three years with the Jesuits at La Fleche after which he began a career that saw him wage a philosophical 
war with Thomas Reid. His religious views are contained in "Of Miracles," and the more thorough Essays Moral and 
Political. FTP, name this skeptical philosopher whose A Treatise of Human Nature and An Enquily Concerning Human 
Understanding expounded upon his empiricist beliefs. 

Answer: David Hume 

B51. John Carr wrote his own version of the third volume of this novel. It includes Corporal Trim, who was wounded 
at Landen, and the title character's brother, wounded at Namur due to his hobby of attacking fortified towns. The title 
character disappears by volume six and the focus is actually on his father, Walter, and his Uncle Toby. FTP, name this 
novel by Laurence Sterne. 

Answer: The life and Opinions of Tristram Shalldv 




